
Pichlmayrgut hotel village

A place that resonates 

fresh inspiration.

Projector off, experience on.
Supporting programs

The Pichlmayrgut hotel village is a very popular destination for people who want to take an important step forward!

Once the projector is turned off, the hotel village and the region still have lots to offer. You and your guests can let off steam in 
the Alpen Spa, stretch your legs on a hike or use the many destinations as places for unforgettable team experiences.

Hotel Pichlmayrgut GmbH & Co KG, Pichl 54, 8973

  

Schladming, Ennstal, Österreich
Phone: +43 (0)64 54 73 05, Fax: DW  50, www.pichlmayrgut.at, seminar@pichlmayrgut.at

Our host Christian Steiner has collected a re-

markable selection of wines in the hotel‘s wine 
cellar. Its focus is on Austrian wines, but the col-
lection as a whole is multicultural. The host or a 
sommelier would be happy to show you around 
the hotel‘s very own wine cellar. You‘ll taste 3 
different white and red wines as well as a des-

sert wine.

€ 35,00 per person
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A successful seminar day is likely to end with 

everyone at the bar. So why don‘t you mix your 
drinks yourselves? The Pichlmayrgut bar man-

ager will help and will show you what to do 

when mixing and decorating your drinks. It is 
not unusual for a team to invent its own team 

cocktail during our course.

€ 25,00 per person, including a drink

Cocktail course

The region itself supplies one of the most im-

portant raw materials for Schladminger beer, 
namely natural mountain spring water from the 

crystalline bedrock of the Schladminger Tauern 
mountain range. Experience the taste and learn 
how the beer is brewed. The Schladming Brew-

ery offers individual guided tours for groups of 
20 people or more.
Fridays and Saturdays by prior appointment:  

Tanja Buchsteiner | +43 664 8382239

Email: t.buchsteiner@brauunion.com

www.schladmingerbier.at

Brewery tour 

Get to know the mountain railways and their 

history from behind the scenes on a guided 
tour of the Planai and Planaiwelten. You will get 
a 60-minute personal guided tour of the largest 
mountain railway and leisure company in Styria. 
You will also visit the Planaiwelten and learn in-

teresting facts about the origins of skiing and 
the history of the Planai.

+43 3687 22042-130

Email: office@planai.at | www.planai.at

Through the Planai

Schnapps and mountain pine -  the Mandlberg-

gut near Radstadt is always worth a visit! The 

Warter family has been producing exclusive no-

ble brandies in their manufactory for 15 years 
now, first with simple distilling equipment (rough 
and fine distillation), and since 2008 with the 
most modern distillers. This modern technology 
means that it is possible to produce excellent 
spirits of high quality in a single process.
10 PM to 6 PM | closed Tuesdays

+43 6454 7203-22 | info@mandlberggut.com  

www.mandlberggut.com 

Mandlberggut distillery
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Have a look behind the scenes at a traditional 
Austrian company which even international fa-

shion brands swear by. Steiner 1888 has been 
producing high-quality loden fabrics in a tran-

quil little town called Mandling for over 130 
years. Follow the path from wool to loden in the 
factory and take the opportunity to buy directly 
on site.  

Wool World Shop and Cafe: Mon - Fri, 8:30 AM 

to 6:00 PM, Sat, 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM

Tel: +43 6454 7203-22 | www.steiner1888.com

Wool World

The Dachstein 

Sensational, unique and a lot of fun - that‘s how 
most people describe their first ride on a moun-

tain go-kart. Speeding down the 7 km long 
track on Hochwurzenstraße on this innovative 

piece of sports equipment promises to be an 
adventure for your group!

www.mountain-gokart.at

Mountain gokart 

The glass panorama cable car will take you to 
the roof of Styria in just ten minutes. At a diz-

zying 2,700 m above sea level, you will be able 
to see as far as the neighbouring country. The 
Sky Walk, the Treppe ins Nichts (the “stairs to 
nowhere”), and the Ice Palace together prom-

ise an unforgettable experience on top of the 
spectacular view.

www.derdachstein.at
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The largest track-rope flight facility in the Alps 
on the Stoderzinken 2.5 km flight path cover-
ing 2 sections, 4 parallel tensioned steel ropes, 
700 m difference in altitude, 65-115 km/h in 
gliding flight and up to 161 m above the ground. 
Please note that in order to participate in this 

activity you must register online!

www.zipline.at

Zipline Stoderzinken
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The largest ice cave in the world is only about 
35 minutes by car from the hotel. An impressive 
cave system stretches for an incredible 42km 
in the Tennengebirge mountains near Salzburg.  
Visitors are guided through the exhibition cave 
in 75-minute tours – including scientific and his-

torical explanations.

Tel:  +43 6468 5248

info@eisriesenwelt.at | www.eisriesenwelt.at

giant ice caves

Bike school 

No mountain in Styria has as many attractions 
as the Rittisberg in Ramsau am Dachstein: Ar-
chery, Rittisberg cable car, high ropes forest, 
Ramsau Beach leisure park, Rittisberg Flyline, 
Rittisberg Coaster, Alpine Centre, barefoot trail,  
. . .
 

www.rittisberg.at

rittisberg experience 

RiDE.eXplore.PROGRESS. – the BIKE SCHOOL 
PEKOLL motto also applies to your company 
and your management team! The experience 
on and with the bike will allow the team to bet-
ter know each other and in a different context 
(eXplore.) and to further develop from this ex-

perience (PROGRESS). Norming – storming – 
performing is the term used in the teambuilding 
process. And this is exactly where we come in.
 

Tel: +43 664 165 817 | Christoph.Eder@bike-

schoolpekoll.com | www.bikeschoolpekoll.com

The „Wild Waters“ hiking trail leads directly 
along the powerful mountain stream. You expe-

rience the water with all your senses – crystal 
clear and naturally pure. It leads you to yourself 
- allows you to quickly forget the hectic pace of 
everyday life and opens up space for a sense of 

well-being, inspiration and contemplation.  

Talbachklamm gorge as a circular route 
approx. 1 hr.

www.schladming-dachstein.at

Wild Waters
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Is a romantic white-water gorge in the heart 
of the Dachstein massif. Starting from the car 
park, above the Lodenwalke in Ramsau Rös-

sing, head along the Silberkarbach stream to 
the entrance to the Silberkar (1050 m).  The hike 
leads through magnificent, wild nature, passing 
alpine plants and animals in the rushing gorge‘s 
own ecospace. The Silberkar opens up at the 
end of the gorge.

www.schladming-dachstein.at

Silberkar gorge

Styrian Bodensee 

It is a jewel in the heart of the Schladming-
Dachstein region. The crystal clear moun-

tain lake is surrounded by some of the most 
beautiful peaks of the Schladminger Tauern 
(e.g. Hochwildstelle and Höchstein) and ranks 
among the top excursion destinations and most 
beautiful places in the Ennstal valley.

www.schladming-dachstein.at
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We would be happy to serve you mulled wine 
and punch in the homely courtyard of the Pichl-

mayrgut, accompanied by hot chestnuts and 
homemade fruit loaf at a price of

€ 16,00 per person. 

Mulled wine festivity

Explore the wonderful winter landscape of the 
Schladming Dachstein sports region on snow-

shoes! You will be accompanied and led by 
guides.

www.inateam.at

Snowshoe hiking
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Tobogganing at night

You can really let off steam and experience 
pure fun on the slopes when skiing on the Reit-

eralm and the Hochwurzen, Planai and Hauser 
Kaibling skiing mountains. The 4 ski mountains 
of the Schladmiger 4-Berge-Skischaukel offer 
perfectly groomed slopes as well as breath-

taking panoramic slope views. Absolute skiing 
pleasure & unique snowboarding feeling await 
you!
 

www.reiteralm.at

on the reiteralm 

Always an unforgettable experience: toboggan-

ing down freshly prepared slopes in the evening. 
The run is illuminated, the ascent is wonderfully 
comfortable: up you go with the summit cable 
car of the Planai-Hochwurzen lifts. Of course, 
there are also refreshment stops before and af-
ter the toboggan ride. 

Price on request

www.planai.at

Explore the romantic winter landscape and 
snow-covered forests of Ramsau on a horse-

drawn carriage ride. Wrapped up warm and in 
blankets, you can experience the enchanting 
winter idyll in a very special way.

www.zechmannhof.at

horse-drawn carriage ride

Huge ice blocks and sculpting tools await you. 
Design your own ice sculpture in a team. After 
approx. two to three hours, you and your team 
will be the proud creators of a unique ice sculp-

ture. There are no limits to your creativity!

www.teamgeist.com

ice carving
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Torchlight hike

220 kilometres of perfectly prepared cross-
country trails tempt you to go cross-country 

skiing on the sunny plateau of Ramsau am 

Dachstein. Anyone who passes through here 
will meet the international elite of Nordic skiing. 
The world‘s longest glacier cross-country ski 
trail extends at an altitude of 2,700 metres in 
the midst of an incomparable mountain back-

drop on the Dachstein glacier.
 

www.schladming-dachstein.at

Cross-country skiing  

Evening excursions into nature have some-

thing particularly romantic about them, espe-

cially in winter. Torches light your way through 
the snow-covered landscape on a night hike in 

Schladming or Ramsau. You can warm up at the 
end of the torchlight hike with a warming drink 

in a rustic hut.

www.inateam.at

There are several Bavarian curling rinks in the 
area. Some of them also have lighting, so that 
you can also have a game during the evening.

Ice shooting club

Siegfried Harrer | Tel:  +43 664 3333701

siegfried.harrer@sol.at

Bavarian curling
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